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Abstract We present a new coalignment method for the EUV Imaging Spectrometer
(EIS) on board the Hinode spacecraft. In addition to the pointing offset and spacecraft
jitter, this method determines the roll angle of the instrument, which has never been
systematically measured, and is therefore usually not corrected. The optimal pointing
for EIS is computed by maximizing the cross-correlations of the Fe XII 195.119 Å line
with images from the 193 Å band of the Atmospheric Imaging Assembly (AIA) on board
the Solar Dynamics Observatory (SDO). By coaligning 3336 rasters with high signal-
to-noise ratio, we estimate the rotation angle between EIS and AIA and explore the
distribution of its values. We report an average value of (−0.387±0.007)◦. We also
provide a software implementation of this method that can be used to coalign any EIS
raster.
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1. Introduction
To analyze data from the Extreme-ultraviolet (EUV) Imaging Spectrometer (EIS: Cul-
hane et al., 2007) on board Hinode (Kosugi et al., 2007), it is required to accurately
correct the pointing of the instrument. This is usually done by registering (i.e. finding
the geometrical transform between two images) EIS rasters with images from the At-
mospheric Imaging Assembly (AIA: Lemen et al., 2012) on board the Solar Dynamics
Observatory (SDO: Pesnell, Thompson, and Chamberlin, 2012), or from the Extreme-
ultraviolet Imaging Telescope (EIT: Delaboudinière et al., 1995) on board the Solar and
Heliospheric Observatory (SOHO: Domingo, Fleck, and Poland, 1995).
Registering EIS images with the reference instrument requires knowledge of two
translations (the pointing offsets along the X- and Y-axis), a scaling factor (the ratio of
the plate scales), and a rotation (the roll-angle difference in the plane of the sky). The
roll angle is the most difficult parameter to determine.
The roll angles of the X-Ray Telescope (XRT: Golub et al., 2007) and the Solar
Optical Telescope (SOT: Tsuneta et al., 2008), both on board Hinode, have been deter-
mined using transits of Mercury by Shimizu et al. (2007). The temporal evolution of
the XRT roll angle was later measured by Yoshimura and McKenzie (2015), who used
correlations with AIA and the Helioseismic and Magnetic Imager (HMI: Scherrer et al.,
2012) on board SDO. The authors find that this rotation angle changes periodically
over one year with an amplitude of about 0.2◦. The roll angle of EIS, however, has
never been determined, and is therefore not systematically accounted for. Indeed, very
few studies report taking into account a rotation when coaligning EIS data (see, e.g.,
Brooks, Warren, and Ugarte-Urra, 2012, who report doing so).
Furthermore, the spacecraft jitter randomly changes the spacecraft attitude by a few
arcsec on all three axes and at each slit position during a raster scan (Shimizu et al.,
2007). This has a significant effect on the pointing offset, which can change by several
pixels as a result. Therefore each slit position has to be coaligned independently from
one another, along the X- and Y-directions. However, the effect of the jitter on the roll
angle (Z-axis) is negligible, because it rotates the field of view (FOV) by a few arcsec
in the plane of the sky (the same angle as around the X- and Y-axes). Over the largest
EIS field of view (512′′), a rotation of 10′′ would shift the observed structures by less
than 0.02′′ (or 0.02 pixels) at the edge of the FOV. Because of this, we can search for
an overall rotation angle common to all slit positions.
In Section 2, we present a new method to register EIS rasters with SDO/AIA images,
that corrects the instrument roll and spacecraft jitter. In Section 3, we apply this method
to get an accurate estimation of the roll angle between the spectrometer EIS and the
imager AIA. In Section 4, we investigate the temporal dependency of this roll angle,
and conclude that it is consistent with the findings of Yoshimura and McKenzie (2015)
for XRT. Finally, we summarize our results and provide software to coalign EIS rasters
with AIA in Section 5.
2. A New Method to Register EIS Rasters with AIA
2.1. Overview
We determine the pointing for an EIS raster by searching for the maximum cross-
correlation between an Fe XII 195.119 Å intensity map and a synthetic raster built
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from AIA 193 Å images. This synthetic raster simulates what would be seen by AIA
if it acquired images by scanning each column at a time, as it is the case with EIS
rasters. For efficiency, the Fe XII map is obtained by summing intensities between
194.969 and 195.269 Å from the level 1 EIS raster, which has been prepared with
the routine eis_prep.pro from SolarSoft (Freeland and Handy, 2012). We verified
that identical registration results are obtained when the intensities are computed using
eis_auto_fit.pro, which fits Gaussians to the Fe XII 195.119 and 195.179 Å lines. The
synthetic raster is obtained from a cube of level 1 AIA 193 Å images with a cadence of
one minute, from which intensities are derived at the EIS spatial and temporal positions
using bilinear interpolation. The synthetic raster is then degraded to the resolution of
EIS by convolving it with a gaussian PSF of 3′′ FWHM (Del Zanna, O’Dwyer, and
Mason, 2011; Young et al., 2013). In order for the AIA data to be as close as possible
to what would be observed by EIS, we use different synthetic rasters when computing
the cross-correlation map, which are generated for each sampled value of offset and
rotation. Using synthetic rasters instead of a single AIA image is necessary because
structures on the Sun may change significantly during the acquisition of the EIS raster,
which can take up to several hours. We use the plate scale value of 1′′ pixel−1 from
the EIS headers. Although this value slightly differs from the (1.002±0.016)′′ pixel−1
reported by Hara (2008), comparison between aligned EIS and AIA images shows no
significant deformation of the structures that could be caused by an incorrect plate scale.
Searching for the global maximum cross-correlation in one run would require exces-
sive computation time because the parameter space to explore is very large. Therefore
we perform the correction in three sequential steps to save time: 1. determine and correct
the average translation; 2. determine and correct the roll angle; 3. correct the jitter by
coaligning each slit position independently. At step 1, we search for a translation that
can be as large as the raster field of view. At step 2, we simultaneously search for rolls
around the center of the field of view with angles between −3 and 3◦, along with a
smaller translation (between −10 and 10′′ along the X-axis, and −5 and 5′′ along the
Y-axis). At step 3 we search for translations of each slit position (i.e. each column of
the raster), between −20 and 20′′ along both axes. These search limits were chosen by
computing the cross-correlation over a wider range of offsets for about a hundred of
rasters, and looking at the distributions of the maximum position.
2.2. Performance
For rasters with sufficient SNR (exposure times greater than 15 seconds with the 1′′ slit
for on-disk observations), our method can efficiently correct the visible deformation of
the structures due to the instrument rotation and satellite jitter. We present registration
results for raster eis_l0_20140810_042212, which corresponds to the observation of
the active region NOAA 12135 on 10 August 2014 starting from 04:22:12 UT. This
raster features an exposure time of 15 seconds at each position of the 1′′ slit, a scan
step of 2′′, and a field of view of 480′′×512′′. The field of view of this raster is shown
in Figure 1. The registration gives an offset of (17.0′′,10.6′′), a roll angle of −0.78◦,
and the slit offsets that are plotted in Figure 2. For this raster, the dispersion of the slit
offset values is of about 2′′ to 3′′, and the offset along the Y-axis shows additional
large scale variations of about 15′′. Other rasters have a similar dispersion, but do
not share any large-scale variation pattern. The dispersion and absolute values of the
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slit offset don’t appear to be correlated with the Hinode eclipse season, during which
the Sun is periodically eclipsed by the upper Earth atmosphere, causing larger average
pointing offsets (Mariska, 2016; Yoshimura and McKenzie, 2015). In order to obtain
the corrected coordinates, these offsets are added to the original EIS coordinates, and
the image is rotated clockwise.
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Figure 1. Map of the Fe XII 195.119 Å line emission for raster eis_l0_20140810_042212. The intensity
is normalized to its standard deviation over the field of view, and the axes are labelled with the original EIS
pointing.
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Figure 2. Slit offsets obtained when correcting the jitter for raster eis_l0_20140810_042212. Black dots
represent offsets along the X-direction, while red squares represent offsets along the Y-direction.
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In Figure 3, we show the difference between aligned EIS and AIA intensity maps,
which have been normalized to their respective standard deviations. An animated ver-
sion of this figure is also available as an electronic supplementary material, which
allows us to better visualize the rotation and deformations in the field of view by show-
ing the EIS and AIA intensity maps alternately. The visible variation between structures
observed in both images is quantified by the root mean square (RMS) of this normalized
intensity difference. The original data have a RMS of 0.769, which decreases to 0.177
after the registration is performed. In addition to alignment errors, the residuals are
affected by differences in solar structures when observed in the EIS Fe XII 195.119 Å
line, or the AIA 193 Å channel.
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Figure 3. Registration result for raster eis_l0_20140810_042212. Each panel contains a map of the differ-
ence between normalized EIS and AIA intensities at each step of the registration: (a) original EIS pointing,
(b) average translation corrected, (c) roll corrected, and (d) jitter corrected. The root mean square shown on
each panels quantifies the difference between structures observed in EIS and AIA. An animated version of
this figure is available as an electronic supplementary material, where the EIS and AIA intensity maps are
shown alternately; this allows us to better visualize the rotation and deformations of the structures.
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We performed additional testing to validate the method. First, we correct the jitter
before correcting the roll angle (i.e. swapping registration steps 2 and 3). As shown in
Figure 4, this achieves worse results with a rotation still visible in the animated version,
and a final RMS of only 0.182. We also apply a second roll correction after correcting
the jitter. This does not improve the pointing and results in the same final RMS of 0.177.
Finally, we verify whether the measured roll angle may be caused by tilts between the
internal components of EIS. The slit tilt is a known angle between the slits and the
EIS detectors, which slants spectral lines on the detector (Young, 2010). On the short
wavelength (SW) detector, lines are rotated by 0.03◦ with the 1′′ slit, and by 0.3◦ with
the 2′′ slit. While this can significantly modify measured velocities, it should have no
influence on the pointing. However, the pointing would be affected by an angle between
the slits and the tilt axis of the mirror, which defines the direction along which a raster is
scanned. This would result in a sheared image, meaning that each slit position appears
to be rotated by a given angle relatively to the scanning direction. We aligned raster
eis_l0_20140810_042212 by replacing the search for a roll angle (step 2) with the
search for a shear transform. Because this could not correct the visible rotation of the
field of view, we rule out the presence of a rotation between the slits and the tilt-mirror
mechanism as the source of the observed roll.
From these tests, we conclude that three registration steps are required in order to
accurately register EIS maps with AIA, and that the best results are achieved when they
are applied in the following order : translation, rotation, and jitter.
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Figure 4. Registration result for raster eis_l0_20140810_042212, swapping steps 2 and 3: (a) jitter cor-
rected, and (b) roll corrected. (See Figure 3 for the reference alignment.) An animated version of this figure
is available as an electronic supplementary material.
3. Results: EIS Roll Angle
To accurately measure the roll angle between EIS and Hinode we correlate a large num-
ber of rasters with AIA. We query the EIS database (sdc.uio.no) for rasters recorded
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between 13 May 2010 and 4 September 2018 that match the following criteria: the
center of the raster is on-disk, the field of view is wider than 200′′, the raster uses either
the 1′′ or the 2′′ slit, and the exposure time is longer than 15 seconds. The query returns
3856 rasters that we process with the method described in Section 2.
Most of the rasters are successfully registered, which results in 3707 measurements
of the roll angle between EIS and AIA. 80 of the failed measurements were caused by
bad initial EIS pointing (file headers indicate a raster center far outside the disk), 48
by missing or corrupted AIA data, and 21 by errors during the EIS data preparation or
too many missing pixels in the resulting raster. In order to discard bad registrations, we
remove 10 % of the alignment results for which the RMS of the EIS and AIA intensity
difference is the largest. The histogram of the N = 3336 remaining roll-angle values is
shown in Figure 5. This distribution can be approximated by a Gaussian centered at
θ0 = −0.387◦, and with a standard deviation of σθ = 0.399◦. The uncertainty on θ0 is
given by σθ/
√
N. Therefore, we estimate the average roll angle between EIS and AIA
to be (−0.387±0.007)◦. The dispersion σθ can be due to a combination of measurement
errors, and/or true variations of the roll angle. For this reason, the uncertainty on the roll
angle for an arbitrary raster is larger than 0.007◦. Thus to coalign an EIS raster with an
AIA image, the EIS raster must be rotated by −0.387◦, i.e. a clockwise rotation.
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Figure 5. Histogram of the roll angle between EIS and AIA measured on 3336 rasters between 2010 and
2018. The red line is a Gaussian that fits the histogram, with a center at −0.387◦, and a standard deviation of
0.399◦.
4. Discussion
In order to understand the distribution of roll-angle values, we investigate how they de-
pend on several parameters, such as exposure time, field-of-view size, orbit phase, raster
duration, scan step, and slit width. We find that none of these parameters significantly
affect the roll angle. We also search for structures in the time series of roll-angle values,
which is shown in Figure 6. While there appears to be no secular evolution of the aver-
age values, we also search for periodic variations. To that end, we estimate the power
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spectral density (PSD) of the roll-angle time series using a Lomb–Scargle periodogram
(Lomb, 1976; Scargle, 1982) shown in Figure 7. To model the noise, we fit the PSD
with a power law σ(ν) = Aνs, which yields A = 0.013, and s = −0.35. The probability
that at least one peak has a power greater than mσ(ν) is P(m) = 1− (1−e−m)Ni , where Ni
is the number of independent frequencies (Scargle, 1982; Gabriel et al., 2002; Auchère
et al., 2016). However, estimating the number of independent frequencies for unevenly
spaced data is difficult. In our case, the rasters are sometimes closely clumped in time,
which can significantly reduce the number of independent frequencies (relatively to the
case of evenly spaced measurements), and therefore lower confidence levels (Horne and
Baliunas, 1986). We estimate an upper bound for the confidence levels by assuming that
the samples are regularly spaced, which implies that Ni = N. The periodogram reveals
two peaks above the 99 % confidence level: one with a period of one year, and the other
with a period of 7.6 days.
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Figure 6. Time series of the roll angle between EIS and AIA measured on 3336 rasters between 2010 and
2018. Individual measurements are plotted as black dots, and a 20-day boxcar running average is shown as a
red line.
The first peak is consistent with the results of Yoshimura and McKenzie (2015), who
find that the roll angle between XRT and AIA or HMI changes periodically over one
year, with an amplitude of about 0.2◦ and an average of +0.34◦. They also find that
the roll angle is largest at the end of July each year, and smallest at the end of January.
While the one-year variation is not visible directly in our raw time series, applying a 20-
day boxcar running average, shown in Figure 6, reveals that the roll angle between EIS
and AIA is also at its maximum around July. The fact that the roll angles between EIS
and AIA (this study), and between XRT and AIA or HMI (Yoshimura and McKenzie,
2015) display similar variations but have different averages suggests that the constant
part comes from alignment offsets of the instruments with respect to Hinode, while the
variations come from the behaviour of the spacecrafts (Hinode and/or SDO), regardless
of the instruments.
Obtaining true solar coordinates for EIS should require no additional step once it
is registered with AIA, because we use the pointing information present in the AIA
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Figure 7. Lomb–Scargle periodogram of the time series of the roll angle between EIS and AIA measured on
3336 rasters between 2010 and 2018. The power-law noise model is shown as a solid red line, and the 99 %
confidence level is shown as a gray dashed line.
level 1 image headers, which are corrected for plate scale, telescope coalignment, and
roll relatively to the solar North (Lemen et al., 2012; Boerner et al., 2012).
5. Conclusion
We developed a new method to register EIS rasters with SDO/AIA, which can deter-
mine and correct the pointing offsets and the roll angle between the two instruments,
as well as the Hinode jitter. By applying this method to 3336 rasters recorded between
May 2010 and September 2018, we were able to measure the average roll angle between
EIS and AIA to a value of (−0.387±0.007)◦. Such a rotation shifts the structures by
3.5′′ over 512′′, which is the size of large EIS rasters. We also found evidence for a
time dependency of this roll angle, which results in a standard deviation of 0.399◦. For
this reason, we recommend that the roll angle is determined for each raster whenever
possible.
The implementation of our registration method is provided as a Python package,
which can be found at github.com/gpelouze/eis_pointing. This tool can be used
to coalign EIS rasters with AIA images when precise spatial information is required.
While correcting the jitter requires high SNR (typically 15 second exposure time with
the 1′′ slit for on-disk observations), the determination of the pointing offset and of the
roll angle should work on most rasters.
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